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1 Introduction

Measurements of the production of heavy-flavour hadrons (i.e. containing charm or beauty quarks) in high-energy hadronic collisions provide important tests of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) because perturbative techniques are applicable down to low transverse momentum ($p_T$) thanks to the large masses of charm and beauty quarks compared to the QCD scale parameter ($\Lambda_{\text{QCD}} \sim 200\,\text{MeV}$). The production cross sections of heavy-flavour hadrons can be calculated using the factorisation approach [1] as a convolution of three factors: the parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the incoming protons, the hard-scattering cross section at partonic level, which can be calculated perturbatively in powers of the strong coupling constant $\alpha_s$, and the fragmentation function, which parametrises the non-perturbative transition of a heavy quark into a given species of heavy-flavour hadron. The measurements of D- and B-meson production cross sections at midrapidity in proton-proton (pp) collisions at several centre-of-mass energies at the LHC [2–9] are described within uncertainties by perturbative calculations at next-to-leading order with next-to-leading-log resummation, such as the general-mass variable-flavour-number scheme (GM-VFNS [10–12]) and the fixed-order next-to-leading-log (FONLL [13, 14]) frameworks, over a wide range of $p_T$. Both calculations use fragmentation functions based on measurements in positron-electron ($e^+e^-$) collisions.
Measurements of the production cross sections of different charm-hadron species, comparing in particular baryon and meson production in various collision systems and centre-of-mass energies, provide insight into the properties of the fragmentation process. Measurements of $\Lambda_c^+/D^0$-baryon production at midrapidity in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02, 7,$ and 13 TeV were reported by the ALICE and CMS collaborations in refs. [15–19]. A clear decreasing trend of the $\Lambda_c^+/D^0$ ratio with increasing $p_T$ is seen. The $\Lambda_c^+/D^0$ ratio is measured to be substantially larger than previous measurements at lower centre-of-mass energies in $e^+e^−$ [20–22] and electron-proton ($e^−p$) collisions [23, 24], suggesting that the charm fragmentation is not universal among different collision systems. Similar indications were obtained from the measurements of $\Xi^0_c$-baryon production at midrapidity in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ and 13 TeV [19, 25, 26].

The charm-baryon production cross sections measured at the LHC are substantially larger than the predictions of GM-VFNS calculations and of the POWHEG next-to-leading-order (NLO) generator matched to PYTHIA 6 for the parton shower and the hadronisation stages [12, 17, 27]. Predictions from QCD-inspired event generators like PYTHIA 8 with Monash tune [28], DIPSY [29], and HERWIG 7 [30] also underestimate the baryon-to-meson ratios measured at midrapidity. On the other hand, PYTHIA 8 simulations with tunes including string formation beyond the leading-colour approximation [31] qualitatively describe the measured $\Lambda_c^+/D^0$ and $\Sigma_c^{0,++}/D^0$ ratios [17, 19], but underestimate the $\Xi^0_c+/D^0$ ratio [25, 26]. Calculations with a statistical hadronisation model (SHM) [32] based on charm-hadron states listed by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [33] underestimate the measured baryon-to-meson ratios. The $\Lambda_c^+/D^0$ and $\Sigma_c^{0,++}/D^0$ ratios are qualitatively described by the SHM calculations if a larger set of yet-unobserved higher-mass charm-baryon states is considered under the guidance of the relativistic quark model (RQM) [34] and of lattice QCD [35]. However, the $\Xi^0_c+/D^0$ ratios are still underestimated with the inclusion of the additional baryonic states [26]. An enhancement of the charmed baryon-to-meson ratio is expected also by models employing hadronisation of charm quarks via recombination in pp collisions [36, 37]. In the quark (re-)combination mechanism (QCM) model [36], the charm quark is combined with a co-moving light antiquark or with two co-moving quarks to form a charmed meson or baryon. The Catania model [37] implements charm-quark hadronisation via both coalescence, implemented via Wigner formalism [38], and fragmentation.

Finally, it should be noted that an increased yield of charmed baryons ($\Lambda_c$, $\Xi_c$, $\Omega_c$) has significant consequences on the determination of the total charm cross section in pp collisions at the LHC [3, 4]. In the context of the heavy-ion programme at the LHC, the $c\bar{c}$ production cross section per nucleon-nucleon collision is a fundamental ingredient for the determination of the amount of charmonium production by (re)generation in a quark-gluon plasma (QGP), a mechanism that is supported by $J/\psi$ measurements in nucleus-nucleus collisions at the LHC [39, 40]. A precise determination of the $c\bar{c}$ production cross section in pp collisions at midrapidity will offer a stronger constraint to models implementing $J/\psi$ regeneration in the QGP [41–43]. In addition, measurements of open heavy-flavour baryon production in heavy-ion collisions provide a unique information on hadronisation mechanisms in the QGP. Models implementing charm-quark hadronisation via coalescence in addition to fragmentation [44–46] predict an enhanced baryon-to-meson ratio in heavy-ion collisions with respect to pp collisions.
In this article, we report the measurement of the $p_T$-differential production cross section of prompt $\Xi^0_c$ baryons in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02\text{TeV}$ and its ratio to the measured production cross section of prompt $D^0$ mesons (i.e. produced directly in the hadronisation of charm quarks and in the decays of directly produced excited charm states) [2, 9]. The $\Xi^0_c$ baryons and their antiparticles are reconstructed at midrapidity ($|y| < 0.5$) in the transverse momentum interval $2 < p_T < 8\text{GeV/c}$ via the semileptonic decay mode $\Xi^0_c \to e^+\Xi^-\nu_e$ and its charge conjugate. We have recently constrained the absolute branching ratio (BR) of this $\Xi^0_c$ decay in pp collision at $\sqrt{s} = 13\text{TeV}$ by measuring the $\Xi^0_c$ production via two different decay channels, $\Xi^0_c \to e^+\Xi^-\nu_e$ and $\Xi^0_c \to \pi^+\Xi^-$ [26]. This BR value is used in this analysis and it is also used to update the previously published measurement of inclusive $\Xi^0_c p_T$-differential cross section in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7\text{TeV}$ [25].

The article is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental setup, focusing on the detectors employed in the analysis and the data-taking conditions. The analysis details and the estimation of the systematic uncertainties are discussed in section 3. Section 4 presents the results, namely the $p_T$-differential production cross section of prompt $\Xi^0_c$ baryons and the $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ cross-section ratio, which are compared with different model calculations. The $p_T$-integrated production cross section of prompt $\Xi^0_c$ baryons, and the corresponding $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratio, extrapolated down to $p_T = 0$, are also reported and compared with model calculations. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2 Experimental apparatus and data sample

The ALICE apparatus, described in detail in refs. [47, 48], consists of a central barrel covering the pseudorapidity region $|\eta| < 0.9$ placed inside a solenoidal magnet that provides a $B = 0.5\text{ T}$ field parallel to the beam direction, a muon spectrometer at forward pseudorapidity ($-4 < \eta < -2.5$), and a set of detectors at forward/backward rapidity for triggering and event selection. The detectors used for reconstruction and identification of the $\Xi^0_c$ decay products are the Inner Tracking System (ITS) [49], the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [50], and the Time-Of-Flight detector (TOF) [51]. The ITS consists of six cylindrical layers of silicon detectors. The two innermost layers, equipped with Silicon Pixel Detectors (SPD), provide a space-point position resolution of $12\ \mu\text{m}$ and $100\ \mu\text{m}$ in the $r\phi$ and the beam direction, respectively. The third and fourth layers consist of Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD), while the two outermost layers are equipped with Silicon Strip Detectors (SSD).

The TPC is the main tracking detector in the central barrel. With up to 159 space points to reconstruct the charged-particle trajectory, it provides charged-particle momentum measurement together with excellent two-track separation and particle identification via $dE/dx$ determination with a resolution better than 5% [50].

The TOF detector provides the measurement of the flight time of charged particles from the interaction point to the detector radius of 3.8 m, with an overall resolution of about 80 ps. The collision time is obtained using either the information from the T0 detector [52], or the TOF detector, or a combination of the two. The T0 detector consists of two arrays of Čerenkov counters, located on both sides of the interaction point, covering the pseudorapidity intervals $-3.28 < \eta < -2.97$ and $4.61 < \eta < 4.92$. 
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The V0 detector [53], composed of two arrays of 32 scintillators each, covering the pseudorapidity intervals $-3.7 < \eta < -1.7$ and $2.8 < \eta < 5.1$, provides the minimum bias (MB) trigger used to collect the data sample. In addition, the timing information of the two V0 arrays and the correlation between the number of hits and track segments in the SPD were used for an offline event selection, in order to remove background due to interactions between one of the beams and the residual gas present in the beam vacuum tube.

In order to maintain a uniform acceptance in pseudorapidity, collision vertices were required to be within $\pm 10\text{ cm}$ from the centre of the detector along the beam line direction. The pile-up events (less than 1%) were rejected by detecting multiple primary vertices using track segments defined with the SPD layers. After the aforementioned selections, the data sample used for the analysis consists of about 990 million MB events, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of $L_{\text{int}} = (19.3 \pm 0.4) \text{ nb}^{-1}$ [54], collected during the 2017 pp run at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02\text{ TeV}$.

3. Data analysis

The analysis is performed using similar techniques to those reported in ref. [25]. The $\Xi_c^0$ baryons are reconstructed via the semileptonic decay mode $\Xi_c^0 \rightarrow e^+ \Xi^- \nu_e$, and its charge conjugate. The $\Xi_c^0$ candidates are defined from $e^+ \Xi^-$ pairs formed by combining positrons and $\Xi^-$ baryons. The $\Xi_c^0$ raw yield is obtained by counting the $e^+ \Xi^-$ pairs in $p_T^{\Xi}$ intervals, where $p_T^{\Xi}$ is the transverse momentum of the $e^+ \Xi^-$ pair, after subtracting the combinatorial background, as described in section 3.2. The $p_T^{\Xi}$ distribution of $e^+ \Xi^-$ pairs is corrected for the missing momentum of the neutrino using unfolding techniques, in order to obtain the $\Xi_c^0$ raw yield in intervals of $\Xi_c^0 p_T$, as described in section 3.3. The contribution of $\Xi_c^0$ baryons originating from beauty-hadron decays is subtracted from the measured yield by using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) calculations of the beauty-quark cross section together with the fragmentation fractions of beauty quarks into hadrons measured by LHCb [55], and the acceptance and efficiency values estimated from simulations as described in section 3.4. Charge conjugate modes are implied everywhere, unless otherwise stated. The final results are obtained as the average of particles and antiparticles.

3.1 Reconstruction of $e^\pm$ and $\Xi^\pm$ candidates

Candidate electron and positron tracks satisfying $|\eta| < 0.8$ and $p_T > 0.5\text{ GeV}/c$ are required to have a number of crossed TPC pad rows larger than 80, a $\chi^2$ normalised to the number of associated TPC clusters smaller than 4, and at least 3 hits in the ITS. These selection criteria suppress the contribution from short tracks, which are unlikely to originate from the primary vertex. In order to reject electrons from photon conversions occurring in the detector material outside the innermost SPD layer, the electron candidate tracks are required to have associated hits in the two SPD layers of the ITS [56, 57]. In addition, at least 50 TPC clusters are required for the calculation of the $dE/dx$ signal. Electrons are identified using the $dE/dx$ and the time-of-flight measurements in the TPC and TOF detectors. The selection is applied on the $n_{\sigma,e}^{\text{TPC}}$ and $n_{\sigma,e}^{\text{TOF}}$ variables defined as the difference between the measured $dE/dx$ or time-of-flight values and the ones expected
for electrons, divided by the corresponding detector resolution. In the left panel of figure 1, the $n_{\sigma,e}^{\text{TPC}}$ distribution as a function of the candidate electron $p_T$ is shown for tracks with a time-of-flight compatible with the value expected for an electron within $|n_{\sigma,e}^{\text{TOF}}| < 3$. The following criterion is applied on the TPC $dE/dx$ signal to select electron candidates: $-3.9 + 1.2 p_T - 0.094 p_T^2 < |n_{\sigma,e}^{\text{TPC}}(p_T)| < 3$ (with $p_T$ in units of GeV/c), which is represented by the red lines in the left panel of figure 1. The $p_T$-dependent lower limit on $|n_{\sigma,e}^{\text{TPC}}|$ is optimised to reject hadrons. An electron purity of 98% is achieved over the whole $p_T$ range.

Further rejection of background electrons originating from Dalitz decays of neutral mesons and photon conversions in the detector material (“photonic” electrons) is obtained using a technique based on the invariant mass of $e^+e^-$ pairs [40, 58]. The electron (positron) candidates are paired with opposite-sign tracks from the same event passing loose identification criteria ($|n_{\sigma,e}^{\text{TPC}}| < 5$ without any TOF requirement) and are rejected if they form at least one $e^+e^-$ pair with an invariant mass smaller than 50 MeV/$c^2$. Loose electron identification criteria are used in order to have a high efficiency of finding the partners [59]. With this selection the fraction of signal lost due to mistagging is less than 2%, as discussed in section 3.3.

The $\Xi^-$ baryons are reconstructed from the decay chain $\Xi^- \rightarrow \Lambda \pi^-$ (BR = 99.887 ± 0.035%), followed by $\Lambda \rightarrow p\pi^-$ (BR = 63.9 ± 0.5%) [33]. Tracks used to define $\Xi^-$ candidates are required to have a number of crossed TPC pad rows larger than 70 and a $dE/dx$ signal in the TPC consistent with the expected value for protons (pions) within 4σ. The $\Xi^-$ and $\Lambda$ baryons have long lifetimes ($c\tau$ of about 4.91 cm and 7.89 cm, respectively [33]), and thus they can be selected exploiting their characteristic decay topologies [60]. Pions originating directly from $\Xi^-$ decays are selected by requiring a minimum distance of closest approach ($d_0$) of their tracks to the primary vertex, $d_0 > 0.05$ cm, while protons and pions originating from $\Lambda$ decays are required to have $d_0 > 0.07$ cm. The $d_0$ of the $\Lambda$ trajectory to the primary vertex is required to be larger than 0.05 cm, while the cosine of the $\Lambda$ pointing angle, which is the angle between the reconstructed $\Lambda$ momentum and the line connecting the $\Lambda$ and $\Xi^-$ decay vertices, is required to be larger than 0.98. The cosine of the pointing angle of the reconstructed $\Xi^-$ momentum to the primary vertex is required to be larger than 0.983. The radial distances of the $\Xi^-$ and $\Lambda$ decay vertices from the beam line are required to be larger than 0.4 and 2.7 cm, respectively. These selection criteria are tuned to reduce the background and enhance the purity of the signal. In the right panel of figure 1 the $\Xi^-$ peak in the $\pi^-\Lambda$ invariant mass distribution integrated for $p_T^{\Xi^-}>0$ is shown. Only $\Xi^-$ candidates with invariant masses within 8 MeV/$c^2$ from the world average $\Xi^-$ mass (1321.71 ± 0.07 MeV/$c^2$ [33]), indicated by an arrow in the right panel of figure 1, are kept for further analysis.

3.2 Analysis of $e^{\pm}\Xi^{\mp}$ invariant mass distribution

The $\Xi^0_c$ candidates are defined from $e^{\pm}\Xi^-$ pairs. Only pairs with an opening angle smaller than 90 degrees are used for the analysis. Due to the undetected neutrino, the invariant mass distribution of $e^+\Xi^-$ pairs does not show a peak at the $\Xi^0_c$ mass. Following the same approach adopted and described in ref. [25], the background contributions are estimated
exploiting the fact that $\Xi^0_c$ baryons and their antiparticles decay only into $e\Xi$ pairs with opposite charge sign ($e^+\Xi^-$ and $e^-\Xi^+$), denoted as right-sign (RS), and not into same-sign pairs ($e^-\Xi^-$ and $e^+\Xi^+$), denoted as wrong-sign (WS), while combinatorial background candidates contribute equally to both RS and WS pairs. The $\Xi^0_c$ raw yield is obtained from the invariant mass distribution of RS pairs after subtracting the WS contribution. Other contributions to $e\Xi$ pairs, such as those from $\Xi^0_c$-b semileptonic decays to WS pairs, which do not give rise to RS pairs, are corrected for after the subtraction, as described in section 3.3. In the left panel of figure 2 the uncorrected invariant mass distributions of WS and RS pairs in the interval $2 < p_T^{\Xi^-} < 8\text{GeV/c}$ are shown for illustration. In the right panel of figure 2 the invariant mass distribution of $\Xi^0_c$ candidates obtained after subtracting the WS pair yield from the RS yield is shown. Only $e^+\Xi^-$ pairs satisfying $m_{e\Xi^0} < 2.5\text{GeV/c}^2$ are considered.

### 3.3 Corrections and unfolding

The raw yield obtained by counting the $e^+\Xi^-$ candidates in bins of $p_T^{\Xi^-}$ after the subtraction of the WS pairs needs to be corrected for the signal loss due to mistagging of photonic electrons, and for the $\Xi^0_{b^-}$ contribution in the WS pairs. Finally, the $p_T^{\Xi^-}$-differential spectrum is corrected for the missing neutrino momentum to obtain the $\Xi^0_c$ raw yield in intervals of $p_T$.

The probability of wrongly tagging an electron as photonic is estimated by applying the tagging algorithm, described in section 3.1, to $e^+e^+$ and $e^-e^-$ pairs. The resulting correction is smaller than 2%, with a mild dependence on the $p_T$ of the $e^+\Xi^-$ pair, as it was also observed in refs. [25, 26].
Decays of $\Xi^{0, -}_b$ to electrons, $\Xi^{0, -}_b \rightarrow H_c e^{-} X$ (where $H_c$ is any charmed baryon), followed by $H_c$ decays to $\Xi^{0, -}$, $H_c \rightarrow \Xi^{0, -} X$, contribute to the WS invariant mass distribution and not to the RS one, giving rise to a background over-subtraction. In order to estimate this contribution, assumptions must be made for the branching ratio of $\Xi^{0, -}_b$ into $e^{-}\Xi^{-}\bar{\nu}_{e} X$ and for the $\Xi^{0, -}_b$ production cross sections, which are not measured. First, the shape of the transverse momentum distribution of $\Xi^{0, -}_b$ baryons is assumed to be the same as that of $\Lambda^{0}_{b}$ baryons. The CMS collaboration reported a measurement of the $p_T$-differential $\Lambda^{0}_{b}$ production cross section multiplied by the BR($\Lambda^{0}_{b} \rightarrow J/\psi \Lambda$) in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7\,\text{TeV}$ [61]. To scale the $\Lambda^{0}_{b}$ measurement at the centre-of-mass energy of 5.02 TeV, the ratio of the beauty-hadron cross sections at $\sqrt{s} = 7\,\text{TeV}$ and 5.02 TeV obtained with FONLL pQCD calculations is used [13, 14]. The second assumption is that the fraction of beauty quarks that hadronise into $\Lambda^{0}_{b}$ and $\Xi^{0, -}_b$ are the same as those in $e^{+}e^{-}$ collisions. The yield of $\Xi^{0, -}_b \rightarrow e^{-}\Xi^{-}\bar{\nu}_{e} X$ is therefore computed using i) the $\sqrt{s}$-scaled $\Lambda^{0}_{b}$ cross section, ii) the values of $f(b \rightarrow \Xi^{0, -}_b) \times \text{BR}(\Xi^{0, -}_b \rightarrow e^{-}\Xi^{-}\bar{\nu}_{e} X)$ [33] and $f(b \rightarrow \Lambda^{0}_{b}) \times \text{BR}(\Lambda^{0}_{b} \rightarrow J/\psi \Lambda)$ [62] measured in $e^{+}e^{-}$ collisions, and iii) the $\Xi^{0, -}_b \rightarrow e^{-}\Xi^{-}\bar{\nu}_{e} X$ acceptance $\times$ efficiency (Acc $\times$ $\varepsilon$) from the simulations described below. The contribution to the WS pair yield from $\Xi^{0, -}_b$ baryon decays is estimated to be about 2\%.

The correction for the missing momentum of the neutrino is performed by using an unfolding technique with a response matrix which represents the correlation between the $p_T$ of the $\Xi^{0}_{b}$ baryon and that of the reconstructed $e^{+}\Xi^{-}$ pair. The response matrix is determined through a simulation with the PYTHIA 8.243 event generator [63] and the GEANT 3 transport code [64], including a realistic description of the detector conditions and alignment during the data taking period. The response matrix needs to be determined using a realistic $\Xi^{0}_{b}$-baryon $p_T$ distribution which is not known a priori. Therefore, a two-step iterative procedure is adopted. In the first step, the response matrix is obtained with
the $p_T$ distribution generated with PYTHIA 8. This matrix is used to calculate a first estimate of the $\Xi^0_c$ $p_T$-differential spectrum from the measured $p_T$ distribution of $e^+\Xi^-$ pairs. The $\Xi^0_c$ $p_T$ distribution from this first iteration is used to reweight the response matrix, which is then used for the second iteration. The response matrix obtained from this procedure is shown in figure 3. The Bayesian unfolding technique [65] implemented in the RooUnfold package [66] is used. In this analysis the Bayesian procedure required three iterations to converge. The response matrix used in the unfolding procedure is defined in the transverse momentum interval $1.4 < p_T < 12$ GeV/c, which is wider than the $p_T$ interval used for the cross section measurement, to avoid edge effects at the lowest and highest $p_T$ intervals of the measurement.

### 3.4 Reconstruction efficiency and feed-down subtraction

The $p_T$-differential cross section of prompt $\Xi^0_c$-baryon production is obtained as

$$
\frac{d^2\sigma^{\Xi^0_c}}{dp_T dy} = \frac{1}{\text{BR}} \times \frac{1}{2\Delta y \Delta p_T} \times f_{\text{prompt}} \times \frac{N^{\Xi^0_c+\Xi^0_c}_{\text{raw}}}{(\text{Acc} \times \varepsilon)_{\text{prompt}}} \times \frac{1}{\mathcal{L}_{\text{int}}},
$$

where $N^{\Xi^0_c+\Xi^0_c}_{\text{raw}}$ is the raw yield after the unfolding correction in a given $p_T$ interval with width $\Delta p_T$, $f_{\text{prompt}}$ is the fraction of prompt $\Xi^0_c$ in the raw yield of $\Xi^0_c$, BR is the branching ratio for the considered decay mode, and $\mathcal{L}_{\text{int}}$ is the integrated luminosity. The $(\text{Acc} \times \varepsilon)_{\text{prompt}}$ factor is the product of detector acceptance and efficiency for prompt $\Xi^0_c$ baryons, where $\varepsilon$ accounts for the reconstruction and selection of the $\Xi^0_c$ decay-product tracks and the $\Xi^0_c$-candidate selection. The factor $\Delta y$ represents the width of the rapidity interval in which the generated $\Xi^0_c$ are considered and it is applied to obtain the cross section in one unit of rapidity. The factor $1/2$ takes into account that $N^{\Xi^0_c+\Xi^0_c}_{\text{raw}}$ includes both particles and antiparticles, while the cross section is given for particles only. The BR of the considered semileptonic decay channel is calculated from the ratio $\text{BR}(\Xi^0_c \to \Xi^- e^+ \nu_e)/\text{BR}(\Xi^0_c \to
Figure 4. Left panel: product of acceptance and efficiency for prompt and feed-down \( \Xi^0 \) baryons in pp collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 5.02 \text{ TeV} \) as a function of \( p_T \). Right panel: fraction of prompt \( \Xi^0 \) baryons in the raw yield \( (f_{\text{prompt}}) \) as a function of \( p_T \). The systematic uncertainties of \( f_{\text{prompt}} \) are shown as boxes.

\( \Xi^- \pi^+ \) = 1.36 ± 0.14 \((\text{stat.})\) ± 0.19 \((\text{syst.})\), measured by ALICE in pp collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 13 \text{ TeV} \) [26], which is multiplied by the hadronic decay branching ratio \( \text{BR}(\Xi^0_c \rightarrow \Xi^- \pi^+) \) reported in the PDG [33] to get \( \text{BR}(\Xi^0_c \rightarrow \Xi^- e^+ \nu_e) \) = \((1.94 \pm 0.55)\%\).

The \((\text{Acc} \times \varepsilon)\) factor is obtained from the same simulations used to determine the response matrix in which the detector and data taking conditions are reproduced. The \((\text{Acc} \times \varepsilon)\) is computed separately for prompt and feed-down (produced in beauty-hadron decays) \( \Xi^0_c \) baryons and is reported in the left panel of figure 4. The efficiencies of prompt and feed-down baryons are consistent with each other within uncertainties because the applied selection criteria are not sensitive to the displacement by a few hundred micrometers of the prompt and feed-down \( \Xi^0 \) decay vertices from the collision point. In order to compute the efficiency with a realistic momentum distribution of \( \Xi^0_c \) baryons, the \( p_T \) shape of the \( \Xi^0_c \) baryons from the PYTHIA 8 simulation is reweighted to match the measured one via a two-step iterative procedure similar to the one used for the response matrix.

The factor \( f_{\text{prompt}} \) is calculated as

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{f}_{\text{prompt}} = & - \frac{N_{\Xi^0_c, \text{feed-down}}}{N_{\Xi^0_c, \text{raw}} + N_{\Xi^0_c, \text{feed-down}} / 2} \cdot \frac{\Delta y \cdot \Delta p_T \cdot \text{BR} \cdot L_{\text{int}}}{d^2 \sigma / dp_T dy} \cdot (\text{Acc} \times \varepsilon)_{\text{feed-down}} \cdot \frac{N_{\Xi^0_c, \text{feed-down}}}{N_{\Xi^0_c, \text{raw}} + N_{\Xi^0_c, \text{feed-down}} / 2} \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( N_{\Xi^0_c, \text{raw}} + N_{\Xi^0_c, \text{feed-down}} / 2 \) is the raw yield divided by a factor of two to account for particles and antiparticles, \((\text{Acc} \times \varepsilon)_{\text{feed-down}}\) is the product of detector acceptance and efficiency for feed-down \( \Xi^0_c \) baryons and \((d^2 \sigma / dp_T dy)_{\Xi^0_c, \text{feed-down}}\) is the \( p_T \)-differential cross section of feed-down \( \Xi^0_c \) baryon production. The production cross section of \( \Xi^0_c \) from beauty-baryon decays is not known, hence a strategy based on the estimation made in ref. [17] for the cross section of feed-down \( \Lambda_c^+ \) is adopted. The production cross section of \( \Lambda_c^+ \) from \( \Lambda_c^0 \)-baryon decays is calculated using the b-quark \( p_T \)-differential cross section from FONLL calculations, multi-
plied by the fraction of beauty quarks that fragment into $\Lambda_0^b$. The latter is derived from the LHCb measurement of beauty fragmentation fractions in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13\,\text{TeV}$ [55], taking into account its $p_T$ dependence. The $\Lambda_0^b \to \Lambda_c^+ + X$ decay kinematics is modeled using PYTHIA 8.243 simulations [63]. The cross section of $\Lambda_c^+$ from $\Lambda_0^b$-baryon decays is scaled by the fraction of $\Xi_0^-$ decaying in a final state with a $\Xi_0^0$ over the fraction of $\Lambda_0^b$ decaying to $\Lambda_c^+$, which are taken to be 50% and 82%, respectively, from the PYTHIA 8.243 generator [63]. The cross section of $\Xi_0^0$ from beauty feed-down is then calculated from the cross section of $\Lambda_c^+$ originating from $\Lambda_0^b$ decays, which is scaled by the ratio of the measured $p_T$-differential yields of inclusive $\Xi_0^0$ and prompt $\Lambda_c^+$ baryons. This procedure relies on the assumptions that the $p_T$ shape of the cross sections of feed-down $\Lambda_c^+$ and $\Xi_0^0$ is the same and that the ratio $\Xi_0^0/\Lambda_c^+$ is the same for inclusive and feed-down baryons, along with the consideration that the inclusive $\Lambda_c^+$-baryon yield is dominated by the prompt production, based on the $f_{\text{prompt}}$ values close to unity reported in ref. [18]. The value of $f_{\text{prompt}}$ as a function of $p_T$ is shown in the right panel of figure 4.

3.5 Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainty on the $\Xi_0^0$ production cross section has different contributions, which are summarised in table 1 for three representative $p_T$ intervals, namely $2 < p_T < 3\,\text{GeV}/c$, $4 < p_T < 5\,\text{GeV}/c$, and $6 < p_T < 8\,\text{GeV}/c$, and discussed in the following. The overall systematic uncertainty is calculated summing in quadrature the different contributions, which are assumed to be uncorrelated among each other.

The systematic uncertainty on the tracking efficiency is estimated by comparing the probability of prolonging a track from the TPC to the ITS (“matching efficiency”) in data and simulation, and by varying the track-selection criteria in the analysis. The uncertainty on the matching efficiency affects only the electron track, and not the tracks of the $\Xi^-$ decay particles, for which the prolongation to ITS is not required. It is defined as the relative difference in the ITS-TPC matching efficiency between simulation and data. The uncertainty, which slightly depends on the track $p_T$, is propagated from the electron track to the $\Xi_0^0$ taking into account the decay kinematics and is 2% independent of $\Xi_0^0$ $p_T$. The second contribution to the track reconstruction uncertainty is estimated by repeating the analysis varying the TPC track selection criteria separately for the electron track and for the $\Xi^-$ daughters. The uncertainty is obtained from the root mean square (RMS) of the $\Xi_0^0$ cross section values obtained with the different track selection criteria and is 2% for the electron track and 4% for the $\Xi^-$ daughters independent of $\Xi_0^0$ $p_T$.

Systematic uncertainties can arise from discrepancies in the particle-identification efficiency between simulation and data. The analysis is repeated by varying the selection criteria applied to identify the electron candidate tracks. The systematic uncertainty ranges from 4% to 7% depending on the $\Xi_0^0$ $p_T$.

The systematic uncertainty of the efficiency correction for the $\Xi^-$ topological selection is 6% and it is estimated from the RMS of the distribution of the $\Xi_0^0$ corrected yields, when the $\Xi^-$ topological selection criteria are varied relative to the default measurement.

The uncertainty of the $e^+\Xi^-$-pair selection efficiency is estimated by varying the selection criteria of the opening angle and the invariant mass of the pair. A 3% uncertainty is assigned, independent of $\Xi_0^0$ $p_T$. 

---
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Table 1. Contributions to the systematic uncertainty of the $\Xi^0_c$ cross section for the $p_T$ intervals $2 < p_T < 3$ GeV/$c$, $4 < p_T < 5$ GeV/$c$, and $6 < p_T < 8$ GeV/$c$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p_T$ (GeV/$c$)</th>
<th>2–3</th>
<th>4–5</th>
<th>6–8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITS-TPC matching</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron track selection</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Xi^\pm$-daughter track selection</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron identification</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Xi^\pm$ topological selection</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e\Xi$-pair selection</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian-unfolding iterations</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfolding method</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response-matrix $p_T$ range and binning</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Xi_b$ oversubtraction</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated $p_T$ shape</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity to rapidity interval</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-down subtraction</td>
<td>$^{+2%}_{-2%}$</td>
<td>$^{+3%}_{-3%}$</td>
<td>$^{+5%}_{-5%}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total systematic uncertainty</td>
<td>$^{+14%}_{-14%}$</td>
<td>$^{+16%}_{-16%}$</td>
<td>$^{+13%}_{-13%}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching ratio</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminosity</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The systematic uncertainty of the correction for the missing neutrino momentum is studied testing the stability of the results when varying the unfolding procedure. As a first test, the number of iterations in the Bayesian unfolding procedure is varied. The contribution ranges from 5% (9%) at low (intermediate) $p_T$ to 2% in the highest $p_T$ interval of the measurement. The second contribution arises from the variation of the unfolding method. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method [67] is used and a $p_T$-dependent systematic uncertainty between 4% and 7% is assigned based on the difference with respect to the Bayesian method. The last contribution is related to the $p_T$ range and the binning of the response matrix used in the unfolding. Systematic uncertainties of 6% and 4% are assigned in the intervals $2 < p_T < 3$ GeV/$c$ and $3 < p_T < 4$ GeV/$c$, respectively. At higher $p_T$, this contribution is negligible. For these three contributions, the systematic uncertainty is defined as the RMS of the yield values obtained after the unfolding.

The systematic uncertainty due to the subtraction of the $\Xi_b^0$ contribution to the WS pairs is estimated by varying the $\Xi_b^0$ yield and momentum distribution based on the uncertainties of the $\Lambda_b^0$ $p_T$-differential cross section in pp collisions [61]. The assigned systematic uncertainty is 1%, independent of $\Xi^0_c p_T$.

The systematic uncertainty due to the uncertainty of the generated $\Xi^0_c p_T$ shape used in the determination of the efficiency is estimated by using the shape from the PYTHIA 8
generator instead of the one from the iterative procedure and is found to be 2%, independent of \( p_T \). An additional source of uncertainty originates from possible differences between the \( \Xi^0 \)-rapidity distributions in data and in the simulation, which affect the measured cross section because the \( (\text{Acc} \times \epsilon) \) depends on the \( \Xi_c \) rapidity. The systematic uncertainty is estimated to be 4% by comparing the cross section values obtained using the values of \( (\text{Acc} \times \epsilon) \) and \( \Delta y \) obtained considering the generated \( \Xi^0_c \) baryons in different rapidity intervals (from \(|y| < 0.5\) to \(|y| < 0.8\)).

The systematic uncertainty due to the subtraction of the feed-down from beauty-hadron decays is estimated by considering the uncertainty on the FONLL predictions and by varying the assumption on the ratio \( \Xi^0_c/\Lambda^+ \) in the \( f_{\text{prompt}} \) calculation. The FONLL uncertainty is calculated by varying the b-quark mass and the factorisation and renormalisation scales as prescribed in ref. [14]. The ratio of inclusive \( \Xi^0_c \) over prompt \( \Lambda^+ \) yield, used to multiply the feed-down \( \Xi^0_c \) cross section, is scaled up by a factor of 2 to account for possible differences between the \( \Xi^0_c/\Lambda^+ \) and \( \Xi^0_c/\Lambda^0_b \) ratios, and scaled down in order to cover the \( \Xi^0_c/\Lambda^0_b \) value of about 0.12 measured at forward rapidity by the LHCb collaboration [68]. The uncertainty ranges between 2% and 5% depending on the \( p_T \) interval. An alternative method for the estimation of the \( f_{\text{prompt}} \) factor, which consists in the usage of the prompt and feed-down \( \Xi^0_c \) yields generated with PYTHIA 8 colour reconnection (CR) Mode 2 [31], was tested and the obtained results are compatible with the method described above and therefore no systematic uncertainty from this additional method is considered.

All the different sources of systematic uncertainty are considered correlated among the different \( p_T \) intervals except the systematic uncertainties due to the unfolding and the pair selection. The \( p_T \)-differential cross section has an additional global normalisation uncertainty due to the uncertainties of the integrated luminosity [54] and the branching ratio. These contributions are not summed in quadrature with the other sources of uncertainty in figure 5 and 6.

4 Results

The \( p_T \)-differential cross section of prompt \( \Xi^0_c \)-baryon production in pp collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 5.02 \) TeV, measured in the rapidity interval \(|y| < 0.5\) and \( p_T \) range \( 2 < p_T < 8 \) GeV/c, is shown in the left panel of figure 5. It is compared with the previously published measurements of inclusive \( \Xi^0_c \)-baryon production in pp collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 7 \) TeV [25], updated with the BR value from ref. [26], and of prompt \( \Xi^0_c \)-baryon production at \( \sqrt{s} = 13 \) TeV [26], which is measured as the average of two decay channels (\( \Xi^0_c \rightarrow \Xi^- \nu \) and \( \Xi^0_c \rightarrow \Xi^- \pi^+ \)). The prompt fraction in the \( \Xi^0_c \)-baryon yield is close to unity (see right panel of figure 4), hence the comparison of the inclusive \( \Xi^0_c \) cross section measured at \( \sqrt{s} = 7 \) TeV with the prompt ones at \( \sqrt{s} = 5 \) and 13 TeV provides a meaningful insight into the \( \sqrt{s} \) dependence of the production cross section. The vertical bars and empty boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainties of the BR are shown as shaded boxes. The uncertainty of the integrated luminosity is not included in the boxes. The data points are positioned at the centre of the \( p_T \) intervals. As expected, a smaller \( \Xi^0_c \) production cross section is measured at lower collision energies. The difference between the
cross sections at different $\sqrt{s}$ values increases with increasing $p_T$, indicating a hardening of the $p_T$-differential spectrum with increasing collision energy. This behaviour is consistent with that observed for the D-meson and $\Lambda_c^+$-baryon cross sections at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02, 7$ and 13 TeV [2, 3, 16, 18, 19], and with the expectations from pQCD calculations [13, 14]. The visible cross section is computed by integrating the $p_T$-differential cross section in the $p_T$ interval of the measurement.

$$\frac{d\sigma}{dy}_{pp, 5.02 \text{ TeV}} \bigg|_{|y|<0.5}^{(2<p_T<8 \text{ GeV/c})} = 33.9 \pm 6.0 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 10.6 \text{ (syst.)} \pm 0.7 \text{ (lumi.)} \text{ mb.} \quad (4.1)$$

The BR uncertainty is included in the systematic uncertainty.

In the right panel of figure 5 the $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ cross section ratio measured in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV as a function of $p_T$ is shown and compared with the same baryon-to-meson ratio measured at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ [25] and 13 TeV [26]. The prompt $D^0$ cross section is reported in ref. [9] in finer $p_T$ intervals than those used in the prompt $\Xi^0_c$ analysis and is thus rebinned to match the $p_T$ intervals of the $\Xi^0_c$ measurement. When merging the $D^0$ cross section in different $p_T$ intervals, the systematic uncertainties are propagated considering the yield extraction uncertainty as fully uncorrelated and all the other sources as fully correlated among the $p_T$ intervals. The systematic uncertainty on the $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratio is calculated assuming all the uncertainties of the $\Xi^0_c$ and $D^0$ cross sections as uncorrelated, except for the tracking and feed-down systematic uncertainties, which partially cancel in the ratio. The uncertainty of the luminosity fully cancels in the baryon-to-meson ratio. The $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratios at the three centre-of-mass energies are consistent with each other within.
uncertainties. At low $p_T$, the ratio is about 0.2 and it decreases with increasing $p_T$, reaching a value of about 0.1 for $p_T > 6$ GeV/c. The $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratio in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV integrated in $2 < p_T < 8$ GeV/c is $0.21 \pm 0.04$ (stat.) $\pm 0.07$ (syst.), which is calculated as the ratio of the integrated cross sections of $\Xi^0_c$ and $D^0$ in the considered $p_T$ interval.

4.1 Comparison with model calculations

The left panel of figure 6 shows the comparison of the $p_T$-differential production cross section of $\Xi^0_c$ baryons with predictions from different tunes of the PYTHIA 8.243 generator, including the Monash tune [28], and tunes that implement CR beyond the leading-colour approximation [31]. In the PYTHIA 8 simulations, all soft QCD processes are enabled. In the Monash tune, the parameters governing the heavy-quark fragmentation are tuned on measurements in $e^+e^-$ collisions. The Monash tune significantly underestimates the $\Xi^0_c$-baryon production cross section by a factor of about 23 in the lowest $p_T$ interval of the measurement and around a factor 5 in the highest $p_T$ interval. This provides additional information on the non-universality of charm fragmentation that was reported in refs. [17, 19, 26] based on the different baryon-to-meson ratios in $e^+e^-$ and pp collisions and on the consideration that event generators tuned on $e^+e^-$ data do not describe the baryon cross sections measured in pp collisions at LHC energies. The CR tunes introduce new colour reconnection topologies, including “junctions”, which favour baryon formation. The three considered tunes (Mode 0, 2, and 3) apply different constraints on the allowed reconnection, taking into account causal connection of dipoles involved in a reconnection and time dilation effects caused by relative boosts between string pieces. It is noted that Mode 2 is recommended in ref. [31] as the standard tune, and contains the strictest constraints on the allowed reconnection. The three CR modes yield similar $\Xi^0_c p_T$-differential cross sections, and predict a significantly larger $\Xi^0_c$ production cross section with respect to the Monash tune. However, for all three CR modes, the measured $\Xi^0_c$ production cross section is underestimated by a factor of about 5–6 for $2 < p_T < 3$ GeV/c, and by a factor of about 3–4 for $p_T > 6$ GeV/c, depending on the CR mode. The production cross section of the $\Xi^0_c$ baryon is also compared with a model using a coalescence approach in hadronic collisions in the framework of QCM [36, 69], in which quarks with equal velocity are combined into hadrons. A free parameter, $R_{B/M}^{(c)}$, characterises the relative production of single-charm baryons to single-charm mesons and it is set to 0.425, which is tuned to reproduce the $\Lambda^+_c/D^0$ ratio measured by ALICE in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV [70]. The relative abundances of the different charm-baryon species are determined by thermal weights. The QCM model is closer to the data as compared to PYTHIA 8 with CR tunes, however it underpredicts the measured cross section by a factor 2–3 for $p_T < 4$ GeV/c.

The measured $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratio is compared in the right panel of figure 6 with the different tunes of the PYTHIA 8 event generator previously described. All PYTHIA 8 tunes underestimate the measured $p_T$-differential $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratio. The Monash tune significantly underestimates the data by a factor of about 21–24 in the low $p_T$ region and by a factor of about 7 in the highest $p_T$ interval, as also observed for the $\Lambda^+_c/D^0$ ratio [17]. All three CR modes yield a similar magnitude and shape of the $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratio, and despite predicting a larger baryon-to-meson ratio with respect to the Monash tune, they still underestimate.
Figure 6. Left panel: \( p_T \)-differential production cross section of prompt \( \Xi_c^0 \) baryons in pp collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 5.02 \) TeV compared with model calculations [28, 31, 36]. Right panel: \( \Xi_c^0/D^0 \) ratio as a function of \( p_T \) measured in pp collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 5.02 \) TeV compared with model calculations [28, 31, 32, 36, 37] (see text for details).

The measured \( \Xi_c^0/D^0 \) ratio by a factor of about 4–5 at low \( p_T \). The models with CR tunes describe better the \( \Lambda_c^+ / D^0 \) and the \( \Sigma_c^{0,+} / D^0 \) ratios than the \( \Xi_c^0 / D^0 \) one [9, 17, 19, 26], which involves a charm-strange baryon.

The measured \( \Xi_c^0/D^0 \) ratio is also compared with a SHM calculation [32] in which additional excited charm-baryon states not yet observed are included. The additional states are added based on the relativistic quark model (RQM) [34] and lattice QCD calculations [35]. Charm- and strange-quark fugacity factors are used in the model to account for the suppression of quarks heavier than u and d in elementary collisions. The uncertainty band in the model is obtained by varying the assumption of the branching ratios of excited charm-baryon states decaying to the ground state \( \Xi_c^0 \), where an exact isospin symmetry between \( \Xi_c^+ \) and \( \Xi_c^0 \) is assumed. This model, which was observed to describe the \( \Lambda_c^+ / D^0 \) ratio [17], underestimates the measured \( \Xi_c^0 / D^0 \) ratio by the same amount as PYTHIA 8 with CR tunes.

The QCM model [36] underpredicts the \( \Xi_c^0/D^0 \) ratio by the same amount as it does for the \( \Xi_c^0 \)-baryon production cross section. The Catania model [37, 46] implements charm-quark hadronisation via both coalescence and fragmentation. In the model a blast wave parametrisation [71] for light quarks at the hadronisation time with the inclusion of a contribution from mini-jets is considered, while for charm quarks the spectra from FONLL calculations are used. The coalescence process of heavy quarks with light quarks, which is modelled using the Wigner function formalism, is tuned to have all charm quarks hadronising via coalescence at \( p_T \simeq 0 \). At finite \( p_T \), charm quarks not undergoing coalescence are hadronised via an independent fragmentation. The Catania model describes the \( \Xi_c^0 / D^0 \) ratio in the full \( p_T \) interval of the measurement.
This new $\Xi^0_c$ measurement therefore provides important constraints to models of charm quark hadronisation in pp collisions, being in particular sensitive to the description of charm-strange baryon production in the colour reconnection approach, and to the possible contribution of coalescence to charm quark hadronisation in pp collisions.

4.2 Extrapolation down to $p_T = 0$ of the $\Xi^0_c$ cross section and the $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratio

The $p_T$-integrated production cross section of prompt $\Xi^0_c$ baryons at midrapidity is obtained by extrapolating the visible cross section, reported in eq. (4.1), to the full $p_T$ range. The PYTHIA 8 generator with CR Mode 2 is used to calculate the central value of the extrapolation factor following what was done for the $\Lambda^+_c$ baryon [17]. This prediction was chosen because the PYTHIA 8 generator with CR Mode 2 describes the $p_T$ shape of the measured cross section of $\Xi^0_c$ better than the other models that provide predictions of $\Xi^0_c$ production in the full $p_T$ range. The $p_T$-differential $\Xi^0_c$ cross section values for $0 < p_T < 2$ GeV/$c$ and for $p_T > 8$ GeV/$c$ are obtained by multiplying the measured $\Xi^0_c$ cross section in $2 < p_T < 8$ GeV/$c$ by the ratio of the cross sections obtained with PYTHIA 8 in the full and in the measured $p_T$ range. The systematic uncertainty is estimated from the difference with respect to the extrapolation factors obtained using all the other available model calculations [31, 32, 36, 37] except for the Monash tune [28], which fails to reproduce the $p_T$ shape of the $\Xi^0_c$-baryon cross section. The extrapolation factor is $2.65^{+0.54}_{-0.44}$. The resulting $p_T$-integrated cross section of prompt $\Xi^0_c$-baryon production in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV is

$$\frac{d\sigma_{pp, 5.02 \text{TeV}}^{\Xi^0_c}}{dy} \bigg|_{|y|<0.5} = 89.8 \pm 16.0 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 28.1 \text{ (syst.)} \pm 1.9 \text{ (lumi.)} ^{+18.2}_{-15.0} \text{ (extrap.)} \mu\text{b.} \quad (4.2)$$

The $p_T$-integrated cross section is used to calculate the ratio to the one of the $D^0$ meson which is measured at the same collision energy [9]. The $p_T$-integrated $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratio is $0.20 \pm 0.04 \text{ (stat.)}^{-0.08}_{+0.07} \text{ (syst.)}$. In the baryon-to-meson ratio the tracking, the FONLL contribution to the feed-down, and the luminosity components of the systematic uncertainty are considered as correlated between the $\Xi^0_c$ and the $D^0$ cross sections, while the other sources are treated as uncorrelated. The extrapolation uncertainty is included in the total systematic uncertainty. For an accurate measurement of the $c\bar{c}$ production cross section at midrapidity in pp collisions at the LHC, it is therefore necessary to include the large yield of $\Xi^0_c$ baryons.

5 Summary and conclusions

The measurement of the production of prompt $\Xi^0_c$ baryons in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV at midrapidity ($|y| < 0.5$) with the ALICE detector at the LHC is reported. The analysis was performed via the semileptonic decay channel $\Xi^0_c \rightarrow e^+\Xi^-\nu_e$ and its charge conjugate. The $p_T$-differential cross section was measured in the transverse-momentum interval $2 < p_T < 8$ GeV/$c$.

The measured $p_T$-differential cross section and $\Xi^0_c/D^0$ ratio were compared with different tunes of the PYTHIA 8 event generator that implement different particle production and hadronisation mechanisms. The predictions from the default PYTHIA 8 tune (Monash
and from CR tunes utilising string formation beyond the leading-colour approximation are systematically lower than the experimental measurement. The PYTHIA 8 simulations with the colour-reconnection mechanism predict an enhanced production of baryons and are closer to the data, as compared to the simulation with the Monash tune. The \( p_T \)-differential \( \Xi^0_c/D^0 \) ratio was also compared with the statistical hadronisation model, which underestimates the measured ratio also in the case in which the calculations are performed assuming the existence of a large set of yet-unobserved charm-baryon states. Note that PYTHIA 8 with CR and the statistical hadronisation model with additional baryons describe reasonably well the \( \Lambda^+_c/D^0 \) ratio. The measured \( \Xi^0_c/D^0 \) ratio is better described by the Catania model, which implements a possible new scenario for pp collisions at LHC energies allowing low-\( p_T \) charm quarks to hadronise also via coalescence in addition to the fragmentation mechanism.

The measurements reported in this article provide an additional information of non-universality of charm fragmentation and set important and stringent constraints on models of charm-quark hadronisation in pp collisions.
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